Introduction
This supplement provides further details describing WIST documentation and its web-based applications.
Documentation
HTML documentation describing the configuration of WIST, and several sample workflows, are available online. WIST is available under a BSD license at http://vimss.sourceforge.net.
A larger color version of Figure 1 from the primary manuscript, which gives an overview of WIST infrastructure, is included here as Figure S-1.
WIST Web/CGI Applications
This section describes each of WIST's web-based applications in further detail. The various WIST tools are tightly integrated using hyperlinks, so users can move between them seamlessly.
WIST Builder -Configuration of new Workflows
In developing a new LIMS module corresponding to an experimental workflow, developers first design schema that are appropriate for capturing the necessary data and metadata corresponding to the experiments. The LIMS developers may either use the WIST Builder tool to analyze the SQL schema and create a corresponding template, or create their own templates using a text editor.
WIST Builder is a tool included with WIST that can build a single-step workflow based on an existing database table. The tool currently only supports MySQL 4.1 or above and tables using InnoDB, but is extremely flexible in that it detects column types, restrictions, and foreign key relationships, and can infer the appropriate WIST input component types and field validation attributes. The WIST Builder then allows developers to make final modifications to the workflow definition through a web-based user interface and will output the full WIST workflow definition as a text file to be installed.
An overview of this process is shown in Figure S -2. In this example, the "user_id" field in Step 2 is detected as a foreign key into another table, so WIST Builder automatically configures the template to enable links in the WIST Browser for constructs that link to a WIST Viewer page that displays details about the user associated with each construct. WIST Builder allows existing SQL schema to be easily migrated to WIST while preserving all data.
An example of a template built using WIST Builder (and later customized slightly by LIMS developers) is given in Figure S -8.
WIST Upload -Individual or Bulk Data Entry
The WIST Upload tool is described in detail in the main manuscript. A sample interface, which demonstrates the data validation, error handling, and AJAX features, is shown in Figure S-3 . Several of the more useful and configurable widgets are described in further detail in Figure S 
WIST Browser -Viewing and Searching Bulk Data
Uploaded data may be viewed in the WIST Browser. This web-based tool supports additive filtering, searching, pagination, and column-based sorting (both ascending and descending sorts are supported). The type of view is described in the URL, a feature that allows LIMS developers to create hyperlinks corresponding to frequently used searches and views. An "Export" button exports all data to a spreadsheet for offline viewing, after applying the current search and sorting parameters specified by the user.
An example is shown in Figure S -5. In this example, hyperlinks in the "Fractionation Series" and "Reference Protocol" columns link to the WIST Viewer application to provide details on the corresponding series and protocols, respectively. The "Download" links in several columns interface with PCAPStore to allow files that were previously uploaded through WIST and stored in the file system to be retrieved.
By default, the WIST Browser provides hyperlinks to view or edit individual entries, and to add a new entry (shown in the right-hand column of Figure S -5) . These may be disabled on a per-module basis by the LIMS developers, and custom hyperlinks to view or manipulate data in individual rows of the browser may also be added. In many cases, it is useful to develop a higher level WIST Browser module corresponding to data joined across multiple workflows. In these cases, editing and viewing of individual entries would correspond to data in multiple workflows, and would be disabled by the LIMS developers.
A sample WIST Browser interface corresponding to the sample template from Figure 
WIST Viewer -Viewing Individual Data Entries
The WIST Viewer allows users to see all details of individual data entries for a given workflow. An example is shown in Figure S -6. In this example, the "Reference Protocol" hyperlink links back to the WIST Viewer application to display details of the corresponding protocol.
WIST Editor -Editing Individual Data Entries
The WIST Editor allows users to edit data using an interface that is nearly identical to the WIST Upload tool, if editing is enabled by the LIMS developers. An example is shown in Figure S -7.
WIST Sample Templates
Several templates created for the VIMSS PCAP project are provided as examples in the documentation section on the project website, http://vimss.sourceforge.net. These include:
 extract.wf -a workflow for producing extracts from cellular biomass (the same template described in Figure S -8) .
 user.wf -a workflow for tracking project users, email addresses, and passwords.
 protocol.wf -a workflow for archiving experimental protocols used in the project.
 sample_flight.wf -an example of a multi-step workflow.
Figure Legends
Figure S-1: WIST features and architecture. Each workflow is described in a template (bottom left); visual style may be configured separately using a layout template.
Templates are text files that may be written from scratch, or optionally built from SQL schema using the WIST Builder tool (top left, red arrows). The WIST engine parses the templates (green arrow) and interacts with users through several integrated web/CGI interfaces (magenta arrows). The data storage subsystem (blue arrows) allows data to be stored in a SQL database or in the file system. various widgets, which may be customized in appearance and behavior by the LIMS developers. In this example, the "Number of Fractions" field is linked to the number of widgets in the "iTRAQ fractions" and "Fraction Volumes" fields. This is an example of the use of AJAX functionality built into WIST widgets to link the number of inputs in a multi-input widget to the value in another widget. The figure also shows an example of data validation, in which a pop-up box explains the error while the problematic field is visually highlighted in red. (Figure S-8b) . Screenshots of the corresponding WIST Viewer and WIST Editor displays are given in Figures S-6 and S-7, respectively. Further details of the syntax, and additional sample templates, are given in the online documentation at http://vimss.sourceforge.net.
[global] template=auto exportEnv=REQUEST_METHOD,REMOTE_ADDR type=db dbHost=localhost dbUser=username dbPassword=password dbDatabase=database formTitle=Extract
# This is a single page data entry form; if multiple pages were required to input the data, or if a more # complex branching data entry form were required, the nextStep line could link to a different section. nextStep=commit # The "label" field is typed into a single-line text box; it is required that the user input something here. label = { type=text width=40 label=Display label (40 characters max) verification=required maxLength=40 } # In contrast to the line above, the "comments" field is entered into a multi-line text box with a very # large maximum size; the user isn't required to enter anything here. comments = { type=textbox width=60 height=3 label=Comments verification=maxLength=4194304 dbNullValues=_blank_ } # The "contact" field is a drop-down select from a list of user names from another table. The LIMS user has the option # to add to this list, resulting in the new name being permanently added to the user table. See how this appears # in the UI in Figure S-8b . contact = { type=select allowNewValues valuesSource=db (localhost, username,password,database) :<SELECT id, name AS value FROM user ORDER BY name> newVaues=db (localhost,username,password,database,user,id,name) label=Name of person to contact } # The "type" field is another drop-down select box from a list of enumerated values. In this case, the LIMS developers # did not give the LIMS user the option to add to the list of choices. type = { type=select valuesSource=db(localhost,username,password,database):<SELECT egval_dbid AS id, egval_value AS value FROM enumvalue JOIN enumgroup ON (egrp_dbid = egval_egrp_dbid) WHERE egrp_name = 'extract_type' ORDER BY value> label=Type of extract dbNullValues=-} # The "dataGenStart" and "dataGenEnd" fileds are calendar boxes; to see how this looks in the UI, see # the screenshots in Figure S- 
